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Introduction 

I would like to inform you guys that I am not the inventor of any of the indicator that we are 

going to use but the settings are purely mine or otherwise I just used the default setting. 

Credit should goes to the inventor of the great indicators. 

 

I m not a Forex Guru or whatever you call it. I have been trading part time since 1996 until 

now and I have kept all my certificates into my drawer, I trade full time for a living. 

 

I have tried thousand indicators and other people systems and created many of my own 

systems. Among them the best systems I've ever created and producing the best result is 

the system that we are going to use here. 

I trade live for only this three currency mainly on AUD/USD, GBP/USD and USD/CAD. Based 

on demo, this system works on all pair. 

 

This system is based on higher TF. Sorry I m not sure on smaller TF but you may try. 

 

Number of pips is depends entirely on the market movement and I trade swing on 4hr and 

daily TF. if you counts the pips based on the signal on the system from opening to close, that 

are the minimum of pips I collected as I have never miss the signal. I trade for a living and do 

nothing but trading.  

If you are aggressive trader, you may try pyrimading system based on my system. 

 

This can be done by taking all signals produced by 1Hr TF based on 4hr TF direction. 

 

Win or Loss are the main scenario in forex trading. Normally I cut my loss or stop loss will if a 

sudden news that will spike the market. But if you really follow this system, you will find 

that loss can be avoided. 
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The Rules are: 

 

Time Frame is 4Hr. 

Trend identification is at 4Hr and Daily TF. 

Entry will be made at 1Hr TF. 

 

1.  Identify the trend direction at 4Hr and Daily TF. Both these TF trend should be at the 

same direction. 

2. Go to 1Hr TF and wait until at the same direction with 4Hr and Daily TF. 

3. Once the 1Hr TF producing signal, then put your position but before that check if there is 

a nearest S/R. If S/R are nearer, don't take a position, wait until crossed or put your 

pending order. 

4. Once the system producing signal, confirm the signal with the following at sub-windows: 

a) Buy - Power fuse should be at BLUE colour and has cross the BB 

b) Stoch Histogram has pass the level -20. 

 

c) Sell shall opposite the Buy condition. 

Stop Loss shall be at the last two candles height/low or if too close, you may use at your 

own discretion. 

 

 

1st TP for half of your position should be at the nearest S/R and let the other half run to the 

next S/R and move your SL to breakeven. 

 

 

Example: 

 

If you look carefully, there are two BB in the system, one attached to the main chart and the 

second is at power fuse. 

 

According to the inventor of the POWER FUSE, that is the combination of BB and and MACD. 

The purpose is to identify the market movement and momentum of the market. 

 

Its up to you to use it or not but then you probably need it for its purpose. 

 

You also can play around with its setting, probably 10 instead of 20 and you will see how 

usefull the indicator is. 

 

If you found the BB of 3 TF are in agreement, that is a valid entry with strong momentum to 

its direction. 
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Please read my first posting for entry and if there still need a clarification, I'll be happy to 

help. In the meantime, please study the chart carefully especially the correlation of the 1hr, 

4Hr and daily TF.  

 

Daily 

 
 

4hour 
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1Hour 
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Ranging market filtered 

 

As I said, even you have found the trend in the 4Hr and Daily TF but the entry must always 

at 1Hr TF. 

 

You see how this system filtered the ranging market, even the subwindow produced a sell 

signal but no signal pop out in the main chart and the BB is tight telling you to not take a 

trade. 

 

 

 

 

 


